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ND ref. FOI/16/280 

Freedom of Information 

 
Thank you for your 26/09/16 request for the following information: 
 
Regarding the suggestive closure of our maternity unit & special care baby unit at North Devon 
hospital: 
 
1. How much has been raised by our community for the Special Care Baby Unit? (I believe it now 

stands at £15,000). 
Answer:  £121,580 from Donations/Event income. 

  £  26,520 from Grants. 
  
2. What is going to happen to that money if they are to take away our maternity & special care 

baby units? 
Answer: When asked whether what the draft Sustainability and Transformation Plan 
(STP) said about maternity services would have an impact on the SCBU fundraising 
campaign.   

 
Dr Alison Diamond, chief executive of Northern Devon Healthcare NHS Trust, said:  
 
“We decide our fundraising campaigns based on what the population of Northern 
Devon would most benefit from. Our excellent Seamoor Chemotherapy and Day 
Treatment Unit is testament to how the support of local people, organisations and 
businesses can transform the experience of people with cancer in our community. 
 
The £250,000 fundraising appeal is to enhance the SCBU environment for our 
sickest babies and their parents now, and will be welcomed by both families and 
staff alike.  
 
The process for determining the ultimate configuration of maternity and paediatric 
services has not started. There needs to be extensive engagement to come to the 
options, prior to any consultation and final decision, and this will take time.  
 
We already operate as part of a very effective neonatal network with Derriford and 
Bristol hospitals which means that their specialist neonatal teams escort babies to 
specialist centres, so we provide the best care for babies and their parents. 
Unfortunately there will always be babies and parents in North Devon who are very 
sick and need the facilities and equipment we are fundraising for and we cannot 
make any assumption about what the future models will look like at this stage. 
 
We are very grateful for the continued support from the community for this vital 
appeal. Please go to our charity website, overandabove.org.uk, to find out more.”  
 
The CCG’s statement on the STP is here: http://www.newdevonccg.nhs.uk/about-
us/latest-news/response-to-bbc-coverage-of-wider-devon-sustainability-and-
transformation-plan-stp-/102045 
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